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ABSTRACT
This demonstration presents FoReCo [4], a solution to recover lost
control commands in remotely controlled robots. In the demon-
stration, visitors use a joystick to remotely control a robotic arm
under the presence of packet losses in the wireless medium. The
lost control commands result in a distorted trajectory of the robotic
arm, thus, we deploy FoReCo to recover lost control commands
using an ML model that we train with a real-world dataset. The
demonstration shows how FoReCo recovers the lost commands,
and how the robot arm operates smoothly despite the losses that
are present in the wireless medium.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Real-time remote control of robotic manipulators is of high interest
for industry 4.0 use cases [2], since it reduces costs and the exposure
of operators to hazard situations. However, the presence of packet
losses in the the network lead to trajectory deviations that prevent
the robot from achieving the expected 99.9999% reliability [1].

The mechatronics and robotic community propose to overcome
the lost/delayed control commands using time domain passivity-
based solutions [3, 6, 11], or wave-variable passivity-based ap-
proaches [9, 10]. But the proposed approaches assume constant
network delays [6], or delays with small variability [3, 6, 9–11].
Such assumptions on the network delay do not apply for robots
connected using IEEE 802.11 wireless technology, which suffers
from uncontrolled packet losses and delays. Specially in industrial
scenarios with electromagnetic interference jamming the wireless
channel.
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Figure 1: FoReCo forecasts/infers control commands lost in
the wireless communication between the remote controller
and the robotic arm.

2 FORECO SOLUTION
Rather thanmaking assumptions on the network delays, we propose
FoReCo [4], a Forecast recovery mechanism for Remote Control
that infers lost/delayed control commands. FoReCo feeds the ro-
bot drivers with the lost/delayed commands it recovers through
forecasting – see Figure 1.

FoReCo receives the remote control commands and checks if
they are received at the expected frequency, e.g., each 150ms. In
case a command does not arrive on time (due to 802.11 collisions
or interference not recovered with error-correction), FoReCo fore-
casts/infers the out of time command using the recent command
history.

In this demonstration FoReCo uses a multinomial logistic re-
gression that we train using a real-world dataset of an experienced
robotic arm operator. The ML model receives as input: (1) the posi-
tion of each joint 𝑗𝑖 (𝑡),∀𝑖; (2) for how long each joint has been mov-
ing without stopping max𝑡0<𝑡 {𝑡 − 𝑡0 : 𝑗𝑖 (𝜏) > 0,∀𝜏 ∈ [𝑡0, 𝑡]} , ∀𝑖;
and (3) the angular derivative of each joint 𝑑

𝑑𝛼
𝑗𝑖 (𝑡),∀𝑖 . Using the

input (1)-(3), FoReCo runs the multinomial logistic regression and
outputs if the lost commandwas an up/downmovement, a righ/left
sweep, or a grab/release action. The repetitive pick-and-place task
fosters FoReCo’s accuracy when it forecasts lost remote control
commands.

3 FORECO DEPLOYMENT
In order to deploy FoReCo we create a Network Service (NS) with
six Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) illustrated as red boxes in
Figure 2: (1) the FoReCo VNF to assess the command recovery;
(2) the robot drivers VNF to control and monitor the robotic arm
hardware; (3) the niryo-one-interface and (4) niryo-one-motion
to provide high-level abstraction for the core robot functionalities;
(5) the niryo-one-web VNF to provide a set of tools (e.g., web in-
terface, joystick/automated robot control, calibration) that facilitate
the user interactionwith the robot; and (6) theniryo-ros-master as
a central entity to coordinate the communication among VNFs. The
niryo-one-web/interface/motion/master and the drivers VNFs are
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Figure 2: FoReCo-assisted remote control (red) deployed with DEEP modules (purple). Three GUIs are used to deploy the service
(left), calibrate/control the robot (middle), and visualize FoReCo command recovery (right).

implemented using the Robot Operating System (ROS) [8], and the
FoReCo VNF is implemented using scikit-learn [7] to forecast/infer
lost commands. The resulting NS with the aforementioned VNFs
is deployed on top of a joint fog05/Kubernetes cluster where the
robot drivers VNF is deployed as a ROS native app using fog05. The
niryo-one-web/interface/motion/master are deployed as containers
using Kubernetes.

Once FoReCo is packed inside the aforementioned NS, we use
the DEEP platform [5] for its automated ML training, deployment,
life-cycle management, and termination. While the BASS module of
the DEEP simplifies and automates the creation and management of
the NS by being the logical entry point for the user, the IESS module
facilitates the training and provisioning of FoReCo by providing
an intent-driven approach and AutoAI solutions. The deployment
through the DEEP platform proofs that FoReCo is ready to be
integrated in real world platforms.

4 DEMONSTRATION OVERVIEW
As explained in Section 3, in this demonstration we deploy FoReCo
with the DEEP platform. The demonstration shows the benefits of
using FoReCo to perform forecast-based recovery of lost control
commands in a Remote Control application. Moreover, we also do a
live training of FoReCo using a real-world dataset of an experienced
driver – see [4] for more details. The demonstration consists of four
steps:

(1) First, we deploy the NS uploading its descriptor (NSD) in
the BASS GUI. Then, the IESS trains FoReCo’s multinomial
model, and the BASS instantiates the NS as fog05/Kubernetes
cluster that consists of: (𝑖) FoReCo as a Kubernetes container
in the Fog server.; (𝑖𝑖) the Drivers as a fog05 native applica-
tion in the robot; and (𝑖𝑖𝑖) the nyrio-one-web/interface/motion
and the ROS master as Kubernetes containers in the Edge
server.

(2) Once DEEP finishes the NS deployment, we calibrate the
robot using the nyrio-one-web GUI, and let the visitors use

a joystick to pick-and-place boxes with the robotic arm. Vis-
itors will observe a smooth robot control when there are no
control command losses.

(3) Then, we inject control command losses as the visitors drive
the robot with the joystick, so visitors observe how the in-
jected losses harness the robot stability.

(4) Finally, we enable FoReCo and continue the remote control
of the robot, namely, the pick-and-place actions. Visitors
will observe a smooth driving, and visualize in the InfluxDB
GUI the lost commands, and the commands recovered by
FoReCo.

During all the demonstration we use the GUIs in Figure 2 to
deploy the NS (BASS GUI), to calibrate and remotely drive the robot
(nyrio-one-web GUI), and to visualize the control commands recov-
ered by FoReCo (InfluxDB GUI). It is worth remarking that visitors
will use the joystick in the demonstration to pick-and-place boxes
with/without command losses in steps (2) and (3), respectively.
Therefore, we propose an interactive demonstration to easily un-
derstand the problematic solved by FoReCo, i.e., the loss of control
commands that guide a robotic manipulator.
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